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Abstract

The neurohypophysial hormone oxytocin (OXT) is synthesized in the hypothalamic paraventricular and supraoptic nuclei.

Recently, some studies have considered OXT to be important in sensory modulation and that the OXT protein is upregu-

lated by acute and chronic nociception. However, the mechanism by which OXT is upregulated in neurons is unknown.

In this study, we examined the resting membrane potentials and excitatory postsynaptic currents in OXT-ergic neurons in

the paraventricular nucleus in adjuvant arthritis rat model, a model of chronic inflammation, using whole-cell patch-clamping.

Transgenic rats expressing OXT and monomeric red fluorescent protein 1 (mRFP1) fusion protein to visualize the OXT-ergic

neurons were used, and the OXT-mRFP1 transgenic rat model of adjuvant arthritis was developed by injection of heat-killed

Mycobacterium butyricum. Furthermore, the feedback system of synthesized OXTwas also examined using the OXTreceptor

antagonist L-368,899. We found that the resting membrane potentials and frequency of miniature excitatory postsynaptic

currents and spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic currents in OXT-monomeric red fluorescent protein 1 neurons in the

paraventricular nucleus were significantly increased in adjuvant arthritis rats. Furthermore, L-368,899 dose-dependently

increased the frequency of miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents and spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic currents in

OXT-ergic neurons. Following bath application of the GABAA receptor antagonist picrotoxin and the cannabinoid receptor 1

antagonist AM 251, L-368,899 still increased the frequency of miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents. However, follow-

ing bath application of the nitric oxide synthase inhibitor Nx-Nitro-L-arginine methyl ester hydrochloride, L-368,899 did not

alter the miniature excitatory postsynaptic current frequency. Thus, it is suggested that OXT-ergic neuron activity is

upregulated via an increase in glutamate release, and that the upregulated OXT neurons have a feedback system with

released endogenous OXT. It is possible that nitric oxide, but not GABA, may contribute to the feedback system of OXT

neurons in chronic inflammation.
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Introduction

Oxytocin (OXT), a neurohypophysial hormone, is syn-

thesized in the hypothalamic paraventricular nucleus

(PVN) and supraoptic nucleus (SON) and enters the sys-

temic circulation from the posterior pituitary. The func-

tions of OXT are classically considered to be the

contraction of the uterus and the milk reflex during
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lactation. Recently, it has been shown that OXT is also
involved in maternal bonding, sexual behavior, and social
affiliation.1,2 Furthermore, some studies have suggested
that OXT is important in sensory modulation.3 For exam-
ple, OXT attenuates inflammation and myeloperoxidase
activity induced by the subcutaneous injection of carra-
geenan4; subarachnoid administration of OXT lowers the
threshold of pain,5 and transient OXT administration
abolishes hypersensitivity in the nerve injury rat model.6

In addition, it is known that the activity of OXT-ergic
neurons is upregulated by various stresses, such as condi-
tioned fear (environmental stimuli previously paired with
foot shocks), unconditioned fear (intermittently applied
foot shocks), noxious stimuli,7–10 and morphine withdraw-
al.11 A previous study reported that OXT was upregulated
in the PVN, SON, posterior pituitary, and the dorsal horn
of the spinal cord in rats with adjuvant arthritis (AA),
which is a well-known chronic pain model.12 However,
the mechanism by which OXT-ergic neuron activity is
upregulated is not known. In vivo electrophysiological
studies of rats and mice have demonstrated that peripheral
chronic nociceptive stimulation and/or injury models pro-
duce evoked action potentials (APs) or excitatory presyn-
aptic potentials (EPSPs) in the central nervous system.13

However, previous studies have not examined whether the
mechanism involves OXT-ergic neurons.

The hypothalamic PVN generates a homeostatic
response.14 It has been shown that neuroendocrine-
autonomic integration is a homeostatic response in the
PVN,15 and that the activity-dependent dendritic release
of OXT from the PVN acts diffusely to increase the
activity of presympathetic neurons.14 The dendrites
release OXT, which then functions as a paracrine or
autocrine signal at the site of release.16 However, the
mechanism of communication between OXT-ergic neu-
rons is not well understood.

In this study, we investigated excitatory postsynaptic
currents (EPSCs) in OXT-ergic neurons in the PVN in
an AA rat model using whole-cell patch-clamping. A
previous study demonstrated that OXT mRNA could
not be distinguished from vasopressin mRNA in magno-
cellular neuroendocrine cells in the hypothalamus using
the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) method.17 Thus, in
these experiments, we used transgenic rats that expressed
the OXT-monomeric red fluorescent protein 1 (mRFP1)
fusion protein to enable the visualization of OXT-ergic
neurons.18 The OXT-mRFP1 transgenic rat is useful for
studying the electrophysiology of the hypothalamo-
neurohypophysial system because OXT neurons can be
detected easily using fluorescence microscopy. We
hypothesize that the OXT synthesized in AA rats affects
the feedback system, including the EPSPs between OXT-
ergic neurons. We investigated the detailed feedback
system of synthesized OXT by using an OXT antagonist.
In addition, we examined the contribution of retrograde

synaptic transmitters in the feedback system of OXT-
ergic neurons.

Materials and methods

Animals

We used OXT-mRFP1 transgenic rats (Wistar, male,
aged six to eightweeks and weighing 200–300 g) that
were bred and maintained as described previously.18 All
rats received food and water ad libitum and were main-
tained on a 12:12 h light/dark cycle (lights on at 07.00h)
at 22�C to 25�C, with three rats housed per plastic cage.
PCR for genomic DNA was performed for all rats to
confirm the presence of the OXT-mRFP1 gene.

AA model

We intracutaneously (i.c.) injected heat-killed
Mycobacterium butyricum (1mg/rat) in paraffin liquid
into OXT-mRFP1 transgenic rats via their tail root.12 In
the same manner, we injected 100ll of paraffin liquid i.c.
via the tail root of control rats. The arthritis index (AI) was
scored before decapitation. The severity of arthritis in the
paw of each rat was graded from 0 to 4. Grade 0 indicates
no swelling. Grade 1 indicates mild swelling or erythema
on only one toe. Grade 2 indicates swelling of one or more
toes. Grade 3 indicates swelling of the ankle. Grade 4
indicates severe swelling of the toes and the ankle.

Slice preparations

The rats were killed by decapitation on day 15 postinjec-
tion (vehicle or heat-killed M. butyricum in paraffin
liquid). After removing each brain from the skull, we con-
firmed that there was no significant hemorrhage or gross
contusion. The brains were placed in cold oxygenated
(5% CO2 and 95% O2) cutting solution containing
252mM sucrose, 6mM MgSO4, 2.5mM KCl, 0.5mM
CaCl2, 1.2mM NaH2PO4, 25mM NaHCO3, and
10mM glucose. We cut the brain including the hypothal-
amus and glued it using instant adhesive onto the stage of
a vibratome-type slicer (DSK Linearslicer PRO7, Kyoto,
Japan). As described previously, coronal slices (300lm
thick) containing the PVN were cut after carefully remov-
ing the meninges.19 The slices were preincubated in arti-
ficial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) containing 124mM
NaCl, 2mM CaCl2, 2.5mM KCl, 2mM MgSO4, 1mM
NaH2PO4, 10mM glucose, and 25mMNaHCO3 at room
temperature for at least 1 h, and then the slices were trans-
ferred to the recording chamber.20

In vitro patch-clamp recordings

We placed the brain slices onto a glass-bottomed cham-
ber and fixed the brain slice using a grid of parallel nylon
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threads supported by the weight of the C-shaped stain-

less steel. A low-pressure aspiration system kept the

solution level constant. To identify the mRFP1-

positive neurons, an upright microscope (BX-50,

Olympus) and infrared differential interference contrast
(DIC) optics with an mRFP1 filter (Olympus) were used.

We acquired signals filtered at 3 kHz with a patch-clamp

amplifier (Axopatch 200B; Axon Instruments,

Sunnyvale, CA, USA) and digitized it at 1 kHz with an

analog to digital converter (Digidata 1440A; Axon

Instruments). Spontaneous EPSCs (sEPSCs) were

recorded from OXT-mRFP1 neurons in the magnocel-

lular PVN (mPVN) of the hypothalamus. The neurons
were voltage-clamped at �60mV for sEPSCs and mini-

ature EPSCs (mEPSC) or 0mV for miniature inhibitory

postsynaptic currents (mIPSCs). We filled the recording

pipettes (3–6 MX) with a solution containing 145mM

K-gluconate, 1mM MgCl2, 5mM NaCl, 10mM

HEPES, 2mM Mg-ATP, 0.2mM EGTA, and 0.1mM

Na3-GTP (adjusted to pH 7.2 with KOH). The mem-

brane potential was held at �60mV, except during

these experiments. We waited for 5min after the forma-
tion of whole-cell recordings to allow the resting mem-

brane potentials (RMPs) to stabilize, unless stated

otherwise. Using the property that glutamic voluntary

quantum release is insensitive to Naþ channel intercep-

tion, we used tetrodotoxin (1lM) to separate mEPSCs

from other currents. mIPSCs were recorded with bath

presence of cyanquixaline (20mM), (2R)-amino-5-phos-

phonopentanoate (50 mM), and holding voltage 0mV.
The patch electrode internal solution (112mM Cs-

gluconate, 5mM TEA-Cl, 3.7mM NaCl, 10mM

HEPES, 2mM Mg-ATP, 0.2mM EGTA, 0.3mM Na3-

GTP, and 5mM QX-314, pH adjusted to 7.2 using

CsOH) was used for recording mIPSCs.

Drug application

GABAA receptor antagonist (picrotoxin), OXT, and Nx-
Nitro-L-arginine methyl ester hydrochloride (L-NAME)

were obtained from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO,

USA). The OXT receptor antagonist (L-368,899) and can-

nabinoid receptor 1 antagonist (AM 251) were obtained

from Tocris Cookson (Bristol, UK). Immediately before

use, all drugs used were diluted from stock solutions to the

final desired concentration in ACSF.

Data analysis

The data were collected and analyzed with Clampex 10.7

and Clampfit 10.7 (Molecular Devices, San Jose, CA,

USA). An unpaired student’s t test, paired t test, or

one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used for

comparisons between the two groups. The data are

shown as means� standard error of the mean. In all

cases, differences with p< 0.05 were deemed to be statis-
tically significant.

Results

In vitro whole-cell patch-clamp recording of the
hypothalamic mPVN in the OXT-mRFP1 transgenic rat

Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings of OXT-mRFP1
neurons were performed in the mPVN of OXT-
mRFP1 transgenic rats (Figure 1(A), left). The mRFP1
fluorescence was observed in the PVN by fluorescence
microscopy (Figure 1(A), right). The OXT-mRFP1 neu-
rons were distinguishable from other neurons by DIC
fluorescence in the PVN (Figure 1(B), a to f).

Electrophysiological response of OXT-mRFP1 neurons in the PVN

using whole-cell patch-clamp recordings . We confirmed AI to
evaluate the degree of inflammation on the day of the
experiment. AI of AA rats was significantly higher than
in the control rats (control group: 0, n¼ 6 rats; AA
group: 11.83� 1.14, n¼ 6 rats; one-way ANOVA,
F1,10¼ 108.17, p¼ 0.0000011, Figure 2(a)). We examined
the RMPs using whole-cell patch-clamp recordings of
neurons in the PVN, and the average value of the
RMPs was �63.10� 3.29mV for controls and
�54.33� 2.25mV for AA rats, and a significant differ-
ence was observed (control group: n¼ 15 neurons/7 rats;
AA group: n¼ 19 neurons/8 rats; one-way ANOVA,
F1,32¼ 5.13, p¼ 0.030, Figure 2(b)). We demonstrated
RMPs in control and AA rats (Figure 2(c)) and the
APs firing pattern of an OXT-mRFP1 neuron in
current-clamp mode by induction of currents (from
�5 pA to þ5 pA with þ5 pA) for 400ms (Figure 2(d)).

To examine whether the synthesized endogenous OXT
affects the RMPs, we recorded the RMPs following the
bath application of 1mM OXT (5min) to the OXT-
mRFP1 neurons in the mPVN of control and AA rats.
We show representative RMPs recorded in the OXT-
mRFP1 neurons in slices from the control and AA rats
(Figure 3(a), top and bottom); 1mM OXT application
increased the RMPs in slices from the control rats
(DRMPs control group: 3.47� 1.80Hz, n¼ 10 neurons/
5 rats), while 1mM OXT application did not alter the
RMPs in slices from the AA rats. The RMPs in the
OXT-mRFP1 neurons in the mPVN increased significant-
ly in the AA group compared to that in the control group
(DRMPs control group: 3.47� 1.80Hz, n¼ 10 neurons/5
rats; group: 0.33� 0.71, n¼ 8 neurons/5 rats; one-way
ANOVA, F1,16¼�5.10, p¼ 0.00008, Figure 3(b)).

Next, to examine whether excitatory presynaptic
transmitter release changed in the OXT-ergic neurons
after chronic inflammation, we recorded sEPSCs and
mEPSCs in the OXT-mRFP1 neurons of the mPVN in
control and AA rats. We show representative sEPSCs
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and mEPSCs recorded in the OXT-mRFP1 neurons in

slices from control and AA rats at a holding potential of

�60mV, and a cumulative histogram of the interevent

interval and amplitude (Figure 4(a), (b), (d), and (e)).

The frequency of mEPSCs and sEPSCs in OXT-

mRFP1 neurons in the mPVN increased significantly

in the AA group compared with the control group

(sEPSC control group: 1.28� 0.16Hz, n¼ 13 neurons/

6 rats; sEPSC AA group: 3.02� 0.48, n¼ 12 neurons/

6 rats; one-way ANOVA, F1,10¼ 12.59, p¼ 0.0017,

Figure 4(c), left) (mEPSC control group: 0.67�
0.082Hz, n¼ 34 neurons/9 rats; mEPSC AA group:

0.88� 0.057, n¼ 36 neurons/9 rats; one-way ANOVA,

F1,68¼ 4.53, p¼ 0.037, Figure 4(f), left). The amplitude

of mEPSCs and sEPSCs in the OXT-mRFP1 neurons in

the mPVN was not significantly different between con-

trol and AA groups (Figure 4(c) and (f), right).
We investigated whether synthesized OXT from AA

rats affects the EPSPs in OXT-ergic neurons. We used a

bath application of the OXT receptor antagonist L-

368,899.21 The results show representative sEPSCs and

mEPSCs recorded in the OXT-mRFP1 neurons in slices

from control and AA rats at a holding potential of

�60mV (Figure 5(a) and (d)). Bath application of L-

368,899 dose-dependently increased the frequency of

mEPSCs and sEPSCs in OXT-mRFP1 neurons in AA

rats (sEPSC; 10 nM: 111.30� 11.68% of baseline,

t(10)¼ 0.96, p¼ 0.38; 100 nM: 145.58� 24.11% of base-

line, t(10)¼ 1.89, p¼ 0.088; 1mM: 154.37� 14.85% of

baseline, t(10)¼ 3.66, p¼ 0.0043, paired t test, n¼ 6 neu-

rons/3 rats, Figure 5(b), right) (mEPSC; 10 nM: 102.66�
9.36% of baseline, t(10)¼ 0.28, p¼ 0.79; 100 nM:

169.05� 16.09% of baseline, t(10)¼ 4.08, p¼ 0.015;

1mM: 235.24� 39.14% of baseline, t(10)¼ 3.46,

p¼ 0.026, paired t test, n¼ 6 neurons/3 rats, Figure 5(e),

right); however, there was no change in the control rats

(sEPSC; 10nM: 107.99� 9.87% of baseline, t(10)¼ 0.81,

p¼ 0.45; 100 nM: 108.23� 8.53% of baseline, t(10)¼ 7.74,

p¼ 0.96; 1mM: 103.39� 6.96% of baseline, t(10)¼ 0.48,

p¼ 0.64, paired t test, n¼ 6 neurons/3 rats, Figure 5(b),

left) (mEPSC; 10nM: 99.01� 8.80% of baseline, t(10)¼
0.11, p¼ 0.91; 100nM: 105.46� 13.54% of baseline, t

(10)¼ 0.40, p¼ 0.69; 1mM: 101.91� 8.77% of baseline, t

(10)¼ 0.22, p¼ 0.82, paired t test, n¼ 6 neurons/3 rats,

Figure 5(e), left). Bath application of L-368,899 did not

change the amplitude of mEPSCs and sEPSCs in the

OXT-mRFP1 neurons in control and AA rats (Figure 5

(c) and (f)).
We also recorded mIPSCs in OXT-mRFP1 neurons

in the mPVN of control and AA rats to examine

Figure 1. In vitro whole-cell patch-clamp recording of neurons in the hypothalamic PVN in the OXT-mRFP1 transgenic rat (A) Left:
Schematic drawing of a coronal brain slice including the PVN. Right: OXT-mRFP1 neurons are shown in 300 lm slice including the PVN
using fluorescence microscopy. (B) OXT-mRFP1 neurons are distinguished from other neurons by DIC and fluorescence microscopy. DIC
mode (B-a and B-d), fluorescent mode (B-b and B-e), and the merged images (B-c and B-f) are shown. B-d to f are shown with high-
magnified images of B-a to B-c boxed regions. Scale bars¼ 100mm in A right and B.
DIC: differential interference contrast.
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whether inhibitory presynaptic transmitter release

changed in the OXT-ergic neurons after chronic

inflammation. Representative mIPSCs recorded in the

OXT-mRFP1 neurons in slices from control and AA

rats at a holding potential of 0mV, and a cumulative

histogram of interevent intervals and amplitudes is

shown in Figure 6(a) and (b). The frequency of

mIPSCs in OXT-mRFP1 neurons in the mPVN signif-

icantly increased in the AA group compared with that

in the control group (mIPSC control group: 3.88�
0.33Hz, n¼ 21 neurons/7 rats; mIPSC AA group:

5.50� 0.69, n¼ 21 neurons/7 rats; one-way ANOVA,

F1,40¼ 4.47, p¼ 0.041, Figure 6(c), left). The amplitude

of mIPSCs in OXT-mRFP1 neurons in the mPVN was

not significantly different between the control and AA

groups (Figure 6(c), right).
In addition, we investigated whether synthesized

OXT from AA rats affects the IPSCs in OXT-ergic neu-

rons. The results show representative mIPSCs recorded

in the OXT-mRFP1 neurons in slices from control and

AA rats at a holding potential of 0mV (Figure 6(d)).

Bath application of L-368,899 did not change the fre-

quency and amplitude of mIPSCs in OXT-mRFP1 neu-

rons of the control and AA rats (each group: n¼ 9

neurons/5 rats, Figure 6(e) and (f)).
Therefore, the results suggest that feedback of

mEPSCs and sEPSCs from synthesized OXT occurs in

OXT-ergic neurons in AA rats.

Examination of retrograde transmitters in the feedback system in

OXT-mRFP1 neurons in AA rats. Previous studies have dem-

onstrated that regarding feedback in central neurons,

retrograde synaptic transmission is known to occur via

transmitters such as the nitric oxide (NO), cannabinoid

receptor 1 (CB1), and c-aminobutyric acid (GABA).22–24

Thus, we investigated whether these transmitters were

involved in the feedback from synthesized OXT in AA

rats. Following bath application of the GABAA receptor

antagonist (100 mM picrotoxin) (Figure 7(a) and (b)) and

CB1 antagonist (2mM AM 251) (Figure 7(c) and (d)),

Figure 2. Electrophysiological response of OXT-mRFP1 neurons in the magnocellular PVN using whole-cell patch-clamp recordings. (a)
The arthritis index in control and AA rats (control group: n¼ 6 rats; AA group: n¼ 6 rats). (b) Representative pooled results showing
resting membrane potentials (RMPs) (mV) in control and AA rats (control group: n¼ 15 neurons/7 rats; AA group: n¼ 19 neurons/8 rats).
(c) Representative RMPs in control and AA rats. (d) Example AP firing pattern of an OXT-mRFP1 neuron in current-clamp mode by
induction of currents in control and AA rat (from �5 pA to þ5 pA with 5 pA) for 400ms. #p< 0.05 and ##p< 0.01 compared with control.
AA: adjuvant arthritis.
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bath application of L-368,899 still increased the fre-

quency of mEPSCs (picrotoxin; 100 mM picrotoxin:

125.41� 10.7% of baseline, t(10)¼ 2.52, p¼ 0.040,

10 nM L-368,899: 129.25� 7.20% of baseline, t

(10)¼ 4.06, p¼ 0.0066; 100 nM L-368,899: 133.87�
6.48% of baseline, t(10)¼ 5.23, p¼ 0.0034; 1 mM L-

368,899: 194.97� 20.36% of baseline, t(10)¼ 4.66,

p¼ 0.00522, paired t test, n¼ 6 neurons/3 rats,

Figure 7(b), left) (AM 251; 2 mM AM 251: 111.53�
8.28% of baseline, t(10)¼ 1.39, p¼ 0.23, 10 nM L-

368,899: 117.97� 13.87% of baseline, t(10)¼ 1.30,

p¼ 0.26; 100 nM L-368,899: 139.42� 6.00% of base-

line, t(10)¼ 6.57, p¼ 0.0028; 1 mM L-368,899:

215.11� 20.70% of baseline, t(10)¼ 5.56,

p¼ 0.00512, paired t test, n¼ 6 neurons/3 rats,

Figure 7(d), left) and did not change the amplitude

of mEPSCs from baseline (Figure 7(b), right and

(d), right). However, following the bath application

of the NO synthase (NOS) inhibitor (100 lM L-

NAME), bath application of L-368,899 did not

change the frequency (L-NAME; 100 mM L-NAME:

99.94� 4.39% of baseline, t(10)¼ 0.08, p¼ 0.94,

10 nM L-368,899: 107.30� 5.80% of baseline, t

(10)¼ 1.26, p¼ 0.26; 100 nM L-368,899: 101.48�
11.34% of baseline, t(10)¼ 0.13, p¼ 0.90; 1 mM L-

368,899: 106.34� 8.15% of baseline, t(10)¼ 0.778,

p¼ 0.48, paired t test, n¼ 6 neurons/3 rats, Figure 7

(f), left) or amplitude of mEPSCs in the AA rats

(Figure 7(f), right). Furthermore, mEPSCs increased sig-

nificantly from baseline only following the bath application

of picrotoxin (paired t test, p< 0.05). Therefore, this sug-

gests that NOS contributes to the feedback system of syn-

thesized OXT in AA rats.

Confirmation of the effect of OXT and the OXT receptor

antagonist L-368,899 in OXT-mRFP1 neurons in slices from con-

trol and AA rats. We confirmed the effects of OXT and L-

368,899 in the OXT-mRFP1 neurons. After recording

a stable baseline at a holding potential of �60mV, we

recorded mEPSCs following the application of 1 mM
OXT and different doses of L368,899 (10 and 100 nM

and 1 mM) on mEPSCs in the OXT-mRFP1 neurons in

control rats and the application of 1 mM OXT on

mEPSCs in the OXT-mRFP1 neurons in AA rats.

Following the bath application of OXT, the frequency

of mEPSCs in OXT-mRFP1 neurons was significantly

increased (OXT; 1 mM OXT: 233.45� 25.99% of

baseline, t(10)¼ 5.1, p¼ 0.00215, n¼ 6 neurons/4 rats,

Figure 8(b), left) in the control rats, while OXT did not

change the amplitude of mEPSCs (Figure 8(b), right).

Figure 3. Effect of bath application of OXTon RMPs in OXT-mRFP1 neurons in slices from control and AA rats. (a) Example RMPs traces
in the OXT-mRFP1 neurons in slices from control (top) and AA (bottom) rats. (b) Summary RMPs change data of OXT (1 lM) in control
and AA rats (control group, n¼ 9 neurons/5 rats, AA group, n¼ 8 neurons/5 rats) ##p< 0.01 compared with baseline.
AA: adjuvant arthritis; RMP: resting membrane potential; OXT: oxytocin.
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After application of L-368,899, the increased frequency

of mEPSCs returned to baseline in a dose-dependent

manner (10 nM L-368,899: 210.16� 18.37% of base-

line, t(10)¼ 5.99, p¼ 0.00185; 100 nM L-368,899:

125.75� 18.81% of baseline, t(10)¼ 1.37, p¼ 0.22;

1 mM L-368,899: 98.66� 10.17% of baseline, t(10)¼
0.13, p¼ 0.90, paired t test, n¼ 6 neurons/3 rats,

Figure 8(b), left), but the amplitude of mEPSCs

remained unchanged (Figure 8(b), right). In AA rats,

the bath application of OXT did not change both the

frequency (OXT; 1 mM OXT: 92.52� 14.79% of base-

line, t(8)¼ 1.43, p¼ 0.195, n¼ 8 neurons/5 rats, Figure

8(d), left) and the amplitude (OXT; 1 mM OXT:

98.41� 6.81% of baseline, t(8)¼ 1.16, p¼ 0.274, n¼ 8

neurons/5 rats, Figure 8(d), right) of mEPSCs (Figure,

8(d)).

Figure 4. sEPSCs and mEPSCs recorded in the OXT-mRFP1 neurons in control and AA rats. (a, d) Representative sEPSCs and mEPSCs
recorded in the OXT-mRFP1 neuron in slices from a control rat (left) and AA rat (right) at a holding potential of �60mV. Cumulative
interevent interval (left) and amplitude (right) histograms of sEPSCs (b) and mEPSCs (e) recorded in slices from control rats (sEPSCs;
n¼ 13 neurons/6 rats, mEPSCs; n¼ 34 neurons/9 rats) and AA rats (sEPSCs; n¼ 12 neurons/6 rats, mEPSCs; n¼ 36 neurons/9 rats). (c and
f) Summary frequency (left) and amplitude (right) of sEPSC and mEPSCs data. #p< 0.05 and ##p< 0.01 compared with control.
AA: adjuvant arthritis; mEPSC: miniature excitatory postsynaptic current; sEPSC: spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic current.
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Figure 5. Effect of bath application of L368,899 on sEPSCs and mEPSCs in OXT-mRFP1 neurons in slices from control (left) and AA
(right) rats. Example sEPSC (a) and mEPSC (d) traces are shown. Summary frequency data of the different doses of L368,899 (10 and
100 nM and 1mM) on sEPSCs (b) and mEPSCs (e). Summary amplitude data of the different doses of L368,899 (10 and 100 nM and 1mM)
on sEPSCs (c) and mEPSCs (f) (each group, n¼ 6 neurons/3 rats) #p< 0.05 and ##p< 0.01 compared with baseline.
AA: adjuvant arthritis; mEPSC: miniature excitatory postsynaptic current; sEPSC: spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic current.
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Figure 6. mIPSCs recorded in the OXT-mRFP1 neurons in control and AA rats, and effect of bath application of L368,899 on mIPSCs in
OXT-mRFP1 neurons in slices from control (left) and AA (right) rats. (a) Representative mIPSCs recorded in the OXT-mRFP1 neurons in
slices from a control rat (left) and AA rat (right) at a holding potential of 0mV. (b) Cumulative interevent interval (left) and amplitude
(right) histograms of mIPSCs recorded in slices from control rats (mIPSCs; n¼ 21 neurons/7 rats) and AA rats (mIPSCs; n¼ 20 neurons/7
rats). (c) Summary frequency (left) and amplitude (right) of mIPSCs data. #p< 0.05 compared with control. (d) Example mIPSC traces are
shown. (e) Summary frequency data of the different doses of L368,899 (10 and 100 nM and 1mM) on mIPSCs. (f) Summary amplitude data
of the different doses of L368,899 (10 and 100 nM and 1 mM) on mIPSCs (each group, n¼ 9 neurons/5 rats).
AA: adjuvant arthritis; mIPSC: miniature inhibitory postsynaptic current.
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Figure 7. Effect of bath application of picrotoxin, AM 251, and L-NAME on induced mEPSCs increased by L-368,899 in OXT-mRFP1
neurons in slices from AA rats. Example trace of mEPSCs following the bath application of 100mM picrotoxin (a), 2 mM AM 251 (c), and
100mM L-NAME (e) after the bath application of L-368,899 in OXT-mRFP1 neurons in AA rats are shown. Summary frequency (left) and
amplitude (right) data of the effect of picrotoxin (b), AM 251 (d), and L-NAME (f) after the bath application of L-368,899 in OXT-mRFP1
neurons in AA rats (each group, n¼ 6 neurons/3 rats). #p< 0.05 and ##p< 0.01 compared with baseline. *p< 0.05 compared with only
100mM picrotoxin or 2 mM AM 251.
mEPSC: miniature excitatory postsynaptic current.
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We confirmed that the bath application OXT affects
the presynaptic current in OXT-mRFP1 neurons in the
control rats, and L-368,899 inhibited the effect of OXT.
However, the bath application OXT did not affect

the presynaptic current in OXT-mRFP1 neurons in
the AA rats.

A hypothetical scheme for the excitatory system, the
inhibitory system, and the feedback mechanism of OXT-

Figure 8. Effect of bath application of OXT and L-368,899 on mEPSCs in OXT-mRFP1 neurons in slices from control and AA rats. (a)
Example trace of mEPSCs following the application of 1mM OXTand different doses of L368,899 (10 and 100nM and 1mM) on mEPSCs in
OXT-mRFP1 neurons in control rats are shown. (b) Summary frequency (left) and amplitude (right) data of 1mM OXTand different doses of
L368,899 (10 and 100 nM and 1mM) on mEPSCs in OXT-mRFP1 neurons in control rats (each drug group, n¼ 6 neurons/4 rats). (c) Example
trace of mEPSCs following the application of 1mM OXTon mEPSCs in the OXT-mRFP1 neurons in AA rats. (d) Summary frequency (left) and
amplitude (right) data of 1mM OXTon mEPSCs in the OXT-mRFP1 neurons in the AA rats (each drug group, n¼ 8 neurons/5 rats).
##p< 0.01 compared with baseline.
AA: adjuvant arthritis; OXT: oxytocin; mEPSC: miniature excitatory postsynaptic current.
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ergic neurons in the hypothalamus of the chronic inflam-
mation rat model is shown in Figure 9.

Discussion

In this study, we investigated RMPs, mEPSCs, and

sEPSCs in the OXT-ergic neurons of the mPVN by
using OXT-mRFP1 transgenic rats with AA. We have
demonstrated that the RMPs and the frequency of
mEPSCs and sEPSCs in the absence of picrotoxin, or
mIPSCs were increased in OXT-mRFP1 neurons in the
mPVN of AA rats. Furthermore, the feedback system of
synthesized endogenous OXT was also investigated
using L-368,899. L-368,899 dose-dependently further
increased the frequency of mEPSCs and sEPSCs in the
neurons of AA rats. Following the bath application of
picrotoxin and AM 251, L-368,899 still increased the
frequency of mEPSCs in the AA rats. However, follow-
ing the bath application of L-NAME, L-368,899 did not
change the frequency of mEPSCs in AA rats. Our results
indicate that the activity of OXT-ergic neurons is upre-
gulated by increasing the glutamate release in AA rats,
and upregulated OXT neurons have a feedback system
with the released OXT. It is possible that NO and not
GABA may contribute to the feedback system in OXT
neurons in AA rats.

A previous study demonstrated that OXT and

mRFP1 mRNA and the red fluorescence intensity of

mRFP1 were increased in the PVN of rats at 15 and

22 days after the onset of arthritis in OXT-mRFP1 trans-

genic rats. OXT-mRFP1 fluorescence intensity has also

been shown to be increased in the dorsal horn of the

spinal cord and posterior pituitary in AA rats.12 These

results suggest that OXT was upregulated in both the

hypothalamo-neurohypophysial and hypothalamo-

spinal pathways by chronic inflammation.
In this study, we focused on the increase of the release

probability for the glutamate and surrounding synthe-

sized OXT. Glutamate is the main excitatory neuro-

transmitter, and the glutamate receptor is critical for

synaptic plasticity. In animals of chronic pain model,

the glutamate is increased in various neurons such as

the substantia gelatinosa neuron of the spinal cord

dorsal horn and the pyramidal neuron of the anterior

cingulate cortex, which play an important role in the

pain perception.25–27 The increased glutamate induces a

long-term potentiation, which is proposed to be the cel-

lular model for learning and memory.28 OXT also

enhances the synaptic transmission in the hippocampus

in vitro.29,30 We hypothesize that the upregulated OXT-

ergic mechanism is associated with the presynaptic glu-

tamate release and the surrounding synthesized OXT,

Figure 9. A hypothetical scheme for the excitatory system, the inhibitory system, and the feedback mechanism of OXT-ergic neurons in
the hypothalamus in the rat chronic inflammation model. (Left) Basal transmission: OTR is present in both excitatory pre- and postsynaptic
neurons in OXT-ergic neurons. (Right) Chronic inflammation pain: Chronic inflammation pain enhances synaptic excitatory and inhibitory
transmissions. Activated OXTworks as negative feedback excitatory system around itself via the OTR. The signaling pathway of the
negative feedback system contributes to the nNOS to promote NO production. NO and GABA act as retrograde neurotransmitters
causing negative feedback at the pre-or postsynaptic OXT-ergic neurons.
GABA: c-aminobutyric acid ; AMPAR: a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid receptor ; KAR: Kainate type glutamate
receptor ; NMDAR: N-methyl-D-aspartic acid receptor ; OXT: oxytocin; OTR: OXTreceptor; nNOS: neuronal nitric oxide synthase; NO:
nitric oxide.
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which work as neurotransmitters in the upregulated
OXT-ergic neuron. We show that the enhancement in
the synaptic transmission is the result of an increased
presynaptic probability of the neurotransmitter release
in the hypothalamus synapses, as demonstrated by the
increased mEPSC frequency in the chronic inflammation
model. The hypothalamic OXT-ergic neurons likely
have also already undergone plasticity changes by the
synthesized endogenous OXT as the bath application
of OXT did not change the frequency of mEPSCs in
the AA rats.

Interestingly, AA rats produced an increase of RMPs
compared to the control rats. Furthermore, the bath
application of OXT produced an increase of RMPs in
the OXT-mRFP1 neurons of the control rats; however,
the bath application of OXT did not change the RMPs
in the AA rats. The results demonstrate that surrounding
synthesized endogenous OXT may have already pro-
duced an increase of the RMPs in the OXT-ergic neu-
rons in the AA rats. Increased APs have been reported in
the spinal cord dorsal horn in rats of a chronic pain
model without any change in the RMPs.25 In the hypo-
thalamic OXT-ergic neuron, a chronic inflammation
model such as the AA rats induces the increase of APs;
RMPs are also increased by the surrounding synthesized
endogenous OXT. Although the mechanisms to produce
APs and increase of RMPs are not yet fully understood,
endogenous OXT may depolarize the OXT-ergic neu-
rons, and this depolarization may be mediated by L-
type Ca channel.31 Taken together, these results suggest
that the presynaptic glutamate release and the synthe-
sized endogenous OXT are the factors that upregulate
activity in the OXT-ergic neurons.

We also found that L-368,899 dose-dependently
increased the frequency of mEPSCs and sEPSCs in
OXT-mRFP1 neurons in AA rats, suggesting that the
activity of presynaptic excitatory neurons was sup-
pressed by increasing OXT in the AA model. In this
study, it is unclear which OXT-ergic neurons secrete
OXT. It is possible that one of the major pathways
involved in the secretion of OXT is the paracrine,32

which is thought to enter the ventricle and act on the
OXT receptor after release from the PVN.33 OXT is also
synthesized in the parvocellular PVN neurons, and some
of these neurons are thought to project to the magnocel-
lular PVN OXT neurons.3 Consequently, it is assumed
that the synthesized endogenous OXT suppressed the
excitatory neurotransmission in the surrounding or its
own OXT neurons in AA rats as a feedback system. In
previous studies, it was unclear how feedback was pro-
vided to OXT neurons in the central nervous system. At
the spinal level, OXT activates the presynaptic OXT
receptor at the glutamatergic interneuron ends and pro-
motes the synaptic release of glutamate and inhibitory
GABA-ergic interneurons.34 Therefore, OXT may

activate the excitatory and inhibitory neurons by stimu-
lating the presynaptic OXT receptor in the central ner-
vous system.

Meanwhile, there is a mechanism that uses a retro-
grade transmitter as a mechanism for feedback through
the postsynaptic OXT receptor. NO has been shown to
be present in the central nervous system35 and has long
been considered a retrograde neurotransmitter because it
is a fat-soluble gas that diffuses across cell membranes.36

Neuronal NOS (nNOS) is abundant in the PVN, and
nNOS in the PVN has been shown to be increased in
several rat models of stress.37–39 It has been suggested
that NO plays a role as an important messenger in the
PVN-spinal pathway and may act in concert with
OXT.40

NO synthesis is competitively inhibited by L-NAME,
which has a similar structure to the L-arginine.41

L-NAME suppresses the hippocampal long-term
potentiation, and it has been reported that NO may be
a hippocampal retrograde transmitter.42 On the other
hand, it has been suggested that NO is also associated
with signaling via the OXT receptor. Exogenous OXT
hyperpolarizes the dorsal root ganglia neurons that
induce the feeling of pain in rats, and that this hyperpo-
larization is mediated by the Ca2þ/nNOS/NO/KATP

pathway.43 NO is also associated with other neuronal
signal pathways, such as the NO/sGC/cGMP pathway,
and downregulation of N-methyl-D-aspartic acid
(NMDA)-receptor activity by reaction with thiol group
(s) of the NMDA receptor’s redox modulatory site.44,45

Thus, released OXT may cause hyperpolarization and
downregulation of NMDA-receptor activity in several
putative pathways in the AA rats. As a result, OXT
may modulate the glutamine release though the OXT
receptor in OXT-mRFP1 neurons. Pretreatment with
the OXT receptor antagonist Atociban or the selective
NOS inhibitor N-propyl-L-arginine significantly attenu-
ates the hyperpolarization caused by OXT.43

We found that OXT-ergic neurons generate negative
feedback with OXT itself in the PVN in AA rats. In
addition, NO is a contributor to the feedback
mechanism.

Although we investigated the contribution of GABAA

to the feedback system through the OXT receptors,
increased mEPSCs induced by the OXT receptor antag-
onist did not change following the bath application of
the GABAA antagonist. It is thought that GABAA is not
related to the feedback system through OXT receptors.
Instead, GABAA may work as a retrograde transmitter
in other feedback systems that are not related to the
OXT receptor.

A limitation of the study is that the evoked EPSC was
not investigated. Thus, we did not examine the postsyn-
aptic changes of the OXT-ergic neurons in AA rats.
Moreover, the relationship between OXT-ergic neurons
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was not described. In the future, the plasticity of OXT-
mRFP1 neurons should be examined, and paired record-
ings with OXT-mRFP1 neurons should be conducted.

In conclusion, the activity of OXT-ergic neurons is
upregulated by increasing the glutamate release in AA
rats, and OXT neurons have a feedback system with
released OXT. It is possible that NOS may contribute
to the feedback system of the OXT-ergic neurons.
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